STRETCH DETACHABLE FLAP

FEATURES
1. Heavy duty Mil-Spec elastic
2. Versatile format carries 5.56 and 7.62 magazines, radios and other mission critical items
3. Semi-rigid tabs at opening for one handed insertion of mags
4. Removable elastic cord with pull tabs for item retention
5. Highly adjustable rear attachment works with JPC 2.0™, AVS™ and LVS™ TACTICAL CARRIER

DESIGN
The STRETCH DETACHABLE FLAP adds a level of versatility while securing your vest. Heavy elastic provides solid retention of magazines and removable shock cord allows user to have a speed reload pouch or use as a retention pouch. Semi-rigid tabs on front allow for easy one-handed insertion of magazines.

SIZE
One size fits all

COLORS

MULTICAM®  COYOTE  R. GREEN  BLACK
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